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Editors’ preface

 TOGETHER anything is possible!

 Oriental stork, eastern crane and millions of migratory birds are protected and have last breeding 

grounds in the ecoregion’s freshwaters.
 Great Amur-Heilong River is flowing totally free of dam and ensuring climate adaptation for regular 

monsoon floods, supporting freshwater relic communities and enormous shoals of migratory fishes.
 Ecosystems are biologically rich and valued by the human population and countries for their natural 

qualities and services.
 Tiger and Leopard are thriving in endless temperate and boreal forests which are protected by 

effectively managed nature reserves and connecting corridors.
 Human social-economic development is linked to sustainable management of the viable 

ecosystems.
 Effectiveness and efficiency of WWF’s conservation programme in AHEC is maintained and 

enhanced
 Relaying on the Amur-Heilong programme’s critical contribution to serves as a powerful symbol of 

international cooperation between people and countries of the basin.

Eco club children gathered in eastern Mongolia

Trophy of the Living Taiga Environmental Journalism Contest
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A word to the world
The Amur Coalition strengthens its ranks (Russia)

GIS open data portal created in Primorye (Russia)

Law enforcement agencies agree to consolidate efforts to fight environmental crimes (Mongolia)
WWF-Mongolia  jointly  organized a 
consultation meeting with the Attorney’s 
Office of the Bayangol district, Ulaanbaatar 
city to discuss on challenges related to 
fighting poaching and illegal wildlife 
trade and consult on possible solutions. 
Representat ives  from key  agencies 
participated, including court, attorney, 
state specialized inspection, customs and 
border intelligence office to seek ways to 
better fight against environmental crimes. 
Court representatives note: “The police 
detect the criminal case and transfers to 
the court. 

However at the court, it is complicated to sentence due to the lack of evidence and 
unclear scale of damage. The ecological and economic assessment of animal species 
identifies the assessment scale according to sex and age. Hence, in some cases, it is 
impossible to distinguish the sex of a poached animal. Due to such reason, we don’t 
have choice other than discard the case”.  From the other hand, the police highlights: “It 
is difficult to keep the derivatives from poached animal as evidence because there is no 
special place to contain them and therefore, in some cases we don’t have choice than 
to eradicate them. There is no place to store animal derivate in the country. This is a 
priority for us to establish such storage”.
The participants have confessed that the information exchange is very weak amongst 
the law enforcement agencies and the cooperation needs improvement. Importantly, 
all agencies have expressed the need and their willingness to enhance the cooperation.    

Verdicts to wildlife criminals (Russia)
Primorye. On April 18, two sole traders, detained in 2013 for illegal purchasing and 
selling of the Amur tiger skins and bones, were sentenced to correction labour for one 
year term. Also, 10 % of the money earned will be withheld to the state revenue.  Over 
the last three years, 11 verdicts on illegal turnover of the Amur leopard and the Amur 
tiger and their parts were made. In 2010 – 2015, 13 criminal cases were initiated 
against tiger and leopard poachers but only six of them were brought to court.

Results of mini-grants contest for environmental NGOs announced (Russia)
17 new environmental projects put forward by local environmental NGOs and 
initiative groups will be implemented in the Amur ecoregion, under the approval of 
WWF and with support of the European Union. The projects executives will conduct 
quality assessment in freshwater streams in Primorsky province, a revision (maps) of 
linden forests in the Ussuriisky District will be completed and a web-site to organize 
rural honey producers and coordinate their activities will be created. Another 
environmental NGO is striving to organize proper environmental impact assessments 
with meaningful public engagement in the planning of the oil refineries and oil-
chemical production facilities of the “Eastern Oil and Chemical Company.”  Local 
stakeholders want to make sure that the planners will take into account the high risks 
of building such facilities in densely populated areas and on territories suitable for 
ecological tourism and impacting the nearby marine reserve “Vostok Bay.”
More details are here: http://www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14320

On June 7-8, a regular meeting of the Amur Coalition of 23 environmental NGOs took 
place in Khabarovsk. WWF has been supporting the Coalition since 2003. Over these 
years they implemented over 100 projects. At the meeting the grassroots discussed 
the results of their activities over the last two years which showed a lot of success. 
In the model areas a continuous monitoring of the Oriental stork nests is being 
done, most of the nests are treated against forest fires, artificial poles are erected. 
They helped creating PAs, sustaining the Oriental stork food supply, fought illicit 
fishing, etc. At the meeting all 23 NGOs confirmed their readiness to conserve nature 
together with WWF. A new chairman of the Coalition was elected. Peter Osipov, one 
of WWF staff, was nominated. According to him, “The Amur Coalition demonstrates 
good perspectives to extend the environmental movement in the region. The grant 
program will enable to provide funding to the new initiatives that grow out in the 
Amur Ecoregion”. 

With the support of WWF, Primorsky Province Department of Informatization and 
Telecommunication was one of the first in Russia to present on the Internet the GIS 
open data portal (http://opendata25.primorsky.ru/ckan). At the moment, there 
are open data sets on protected areas of Primorsky Province, on the transportation 
network, land parcels, GRID infrastructure, forest fund, etc. According to Andrey 
Purekhovsky, GIS specialist and AmurInfoCenter coordinator at WWF Russia Amur 
branch, the open data will help make managerial decisions and conduct profound 
socio-economic research activities.
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On June 9-10, environmental education staff of 23 nature reserves and national parks of 
the Russian Far East came to Vladivostok to participate in the Summit and to discuss the 
environmental issues that might be of interest for the journalists. A round table “NRs and NPs 
as the ones who create the information field” and a master class on how to collaborate with mass 
media were conducted by WWF staff. The ecologists highlighted the issues they face in their 
everyday life while the journalists outlined the topics they would prefer to portray in newspapers, 
TV and radio programs. Also two new WWF-initiated online projects http://taigastory.ru/rus/ and 
http://savetaiga.ru/#1 were presented to the audience.
After the Summit, PA’s staff had training on how to convert mass events for the local people into a 
news hook to promote protected territories. The skills gained will be useful for the preparation for 
the 100th anniversary of the PAs system in Russia that will be celebrated next year. 

Nature reserves met mass media at the Far Eastern Media Summit (Russia)

“A Farewell to the Actor” documentary (https://youtu.be/jm5TuPxLtQI) shot by the 
Zov Taigi Studio on WWF’s request was awarded with a prize “For the best auteur 
film” and got the Audience Choice Award at the All-Russian Ecological Film Festival 
“Meridian of Hope”. Also, WWF’s colleagues from Zabaikalskoye TV got a diploma 
for their two documentaries derived from WWF-funded expedition to the northern 
Zabaikalsky Province.  
“Land of the Leopard. A whirl of Life”, another film by Zov Taigi also shot on WWF’ 
request, got a prize at the XX International Film Festival “Save and Preserve”. 
The film, the tenth in a number, is the last one in the series of leopard-dedicated 
documentaries produced by the Studio over the last 20 years. According to Vasily 
Solkin, film director and producer and one of WWF staff, “All the previous nine 
films appealed to save the remaining leopards telling scaring stories about forest 
fires, pitiless poachers… This new film tells a story about a leopard, its personal life 

Far Eastern documentaries got prestigious awards (Russia)

United for Conservation effectiveness

Ecological tunnel for people and leopards opened in Russia
On March 26, Narvinsky tunnel running through the Land of the Leopard National 
Park was opened in Primorye. It was built on the Razdolnoye-Khasan highway as a 
part of the Amur leopard conservation program. From now on, animals living in the 
Land of the Leopard National Park on the both sides of the highway Razdolnoye-
Khasan are able to cross this busy road on top of the tunnel, while vehicles will move 
through it. In addition to the overhead crossings, special road signs “Slow! Look out, 
wild animals!” should be installed in the places of animal crossing, to reduce the 
speed of drivers and make them aware of the presence of rare animals.  
Watch the video (in Russian) from the tunnel open ceremony: https://youtu.be/
MGFWqctU7Uc
More details are here: http://wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14106

surrounded by the natural beauty.”
Therefore, “Land of the Leopard. A whirl of Life” was broadcasted on a national TV 
channel Russia-24 on June 5. After the first broadcasting the film will be rotated on 
the Living Planet Channel within two years. Congratulations to everyone involved!
You can watch the film in Russian is here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QN9SINMgstA&feature=youtu.be
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WWF Russia and the Amur Tiger Center agreed on cooperation 
Moscow. On April 4, WWF Russia and the Amur Tiger Center signed an agreement on 
cooperation. The collaboration will be focused on the joint fulfillment of the Strategy 
and Action Plan on the Amur tiger conservation in Russia. Among the activities 
there are the conduction of joint monitoring and research of the tiger habitats and its 
prey base. The parties also agreed to work out proposals on how to conserve, protect 
and study the rare cat; to conduct conferences, seminars, meetings, exhibitions, 
and to raise public awareness on tiger conservation. Though the data of the recent 
tiger census showed the tiger number rise lots steps have to be done to ensure tiger 
sustainable existence, like to improve management of the regional hunting leases.

On the 1st of April, 15 environmental organizations from the Russian Far East took 
part in this international event. Daurskiy Nature Reserve held the Russian-Mongolian 
expedition “Migratory Birds Day' to the border regions of Mongolia. Sokhondinsky 
NR organized a contest of the bird boxes for songbirds. Zeisky, Khingansky NRs 
and students of the “Bars” nature protection brigade flew kites in the shape of birds 
into the sky, organized contests, excursions and welcomed rare migrating birds after 
wintering season. The Joint Directorate “Zapovednoe Priamurye”, Bureinsky NR, the 
“NEI” student nature protection brigade organized ecological holidays “Birds Day”, an 
exhibition of photographs “Birds of Udyl Lake”, quizzes, contests of wall newspapers 
and propaganda teams. Far Eastern Marine Nature Reserve and the Joint Directorate 
of Lazovsky NR and “Zov Tigra” National Park conducted excursions to the Museum 
of Nature and organized a holiday “Bird Kingdom in Protected Areas”.
More details are here: http://wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14116

More than 7,500 people celebrated the holiday on the banks of the Amur River 
and its tributaries with support of WWF-Russia, China and Mongolia. Under one 
slogan “Save the rivers for fish and people” the World Fish Migration Day united 
20 governmental, scientific and public organizations from the source to the mouth 
on both sides of the Amur River. In Russia, the chain of events included a series 
of public campaigns, a bright parade along the Amur River, contest of propaganda 
teams, of information leaflets and environmental posters, a variety of workshops, art 
make-up, ecological interactive games, lectures and quizzes. There also were cleanup 
activities, workshops for students, excursions to the Museum “Amur Fish” and to the 
salmon breeding plant; an educational program “Lessons of Amur” was developed. 
More details are here: http://wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14298
Also here http://www.worldfishmigrationday.com/

WWF helps solving crimes against nature (Russia)
On June 14-17, at the Institute of Advanced and Additional Training of the Primorye 
State Agriculture Academy, WWF in cooperation with the Regional Office of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs held qualification courses for 16 law enforcement officials. 
Among lecturers there were the specialists of Primorsky Province Hunting and 
Forestry Departments, Directorate for PAs, WWF experts, teachers of the Agriculture 
Academy and the Juridical Institute as well as staff of the Prosecutor Office.
Three-days-long courses were devoted to the regulatory enforcement in the forest 
sector. Investigation officers were trained how to define tree species, how to assess 
the quality and measure the quantity of round and saw wood stored in train 
carriages, in storage piles in the logging sites, and carried in the logging trucks. The 
most attention was given to the timber legality origin.
Over the last three years such courses were organized by WWF for the third time. 
Among the trainees there was law enforcement staff, staff of forest service, state 
game wardens, and hunting lease users. After the courses all trainees got official 
certificates. Knowledge and skills received will help policemen and hunting 
inspectors timely reveal forest legislation violations and bring discipline into forest 
use practices.

The Amur basin celebrated World Migratory Bird Day (Russia)

The World Fish Migration Day celebrated in the Amur River basin (Russia)
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You said Big Cats? 
Multiple partner workshop for a settlement population of Amur tiger in inland China
A multiple partner workshop for a settlement population of Amur tiger in inland 
China ( Zhangguangcailing) was held in Huangnihe Forest Bureau on May 5, 2016. 
This settlement population has distributed in Huangnihe, Tianqiaoling, Baishishan 
forest bureaus in Jilin province, and Dahailin and Ningan forest bureaus in 
Heilongjiang province. The key conservation leaders from the above forest bureaus 
and nature reserve shared experiences and future plan in the workshop. WWF 
and Feline Research Center have technically supported the workshop and future 
monitoring plan for this inland settlement.
The monitoring evidence shows that the Jilin-Heilongjiansg transboundary area is 
very important for a settlement of Amur tiger in Zhangguangcailing landscape inland 
of China. There are around 4-6 tigers in this area, among them there is possibly 
one breeding female with one cub. Evidence also shows that two long distance 
movements of Amur tiger individuals from this settlement population have existed 
in past 2-3 years, one from Hunchun-Wangqing-Suiyang-Dongning border area, and 
another from Jixi border area. 
All tiger encounters have been collected at the workshop. An overall monitoring plan 
of the Zhangguangcailing settlement population of Amur tiger in land of China will 
be accordingly developed. This plan will guide each forest bureau and relevant nature 
reserves to carry out the monitoring and conservation plan in following years. 

WWF China attracted an attention of its active prey recovery among tiger range countries

WWF China shared its best example of the active prey recovery for Amur tigers at 
WWF TAI landscape meeting in Indonesia during June 7-12, 2016, and attracted an 
attention of this experience among tiger range countries.

China has played an important role in an aim of doubling number of tigers in wild. 
However, the very low prey population in Amur Tiger landscape in China side has a 
critical limitation to a quick recovery of Amur tiger in this landscape. In last 4 years, 
WWF has practiced the red deer and sika deer reintroduction to actively recover the 
prey populations in China. The last monitoring shows that the deer reintroduction 
is an effective way to quickly recover the prey population with an increasing of 2-3 
times in 2-3 years.
 Photo by Chang Youde

A new nature reserve to connect the Zhangguangcailing landscape of Amur tigers
A new nature reserve is being establishing in 
Fangzheng County of Heilongjiang province to 
secure an integration of Amur tiger habitat in 
Zhangguangcailing landscape. Chang Youde, Senior 
Officer of Asian Big Cat Programme of WWF China, 
took a field survey in this prospective nature reserve 
and provide recommendations for its design. 

Th e  ne w  nat u re  re s e rve  w i l l  b e  l o c at e d  i n 
Hongxing and Baoxing Forest Farms in eastern 
area of Fangzheng County. With Amur tiger as its 
conservation target, together with Shuangzishan 
Orignal Forest National Park, Shuangzishan 
Geological Park, and other wetland parks, the 
protected area network will play a very important 
role in connecting northern Jixi area to southern 
Huangnihe area in Zhangguangcailing landcape. 
The tiger monitoring evidence shows that an Amur 
tiger has moved a long distance with a route from 
Jixi to Shuangyashan-Huanan, Linkou, Fangzheng, 
Yabuli, Weihe, Dahailin, and finally to Huangnihe 
area. This long distance movement shows an 
integration of Amur tiger habitat from northern to 
southern area in Zhangguangcailing landscape, while 
the Fangzheng County has a role in stop-over from 
north to south in Zhangguangcailing landscape. 

The field survey shows that the new protected area 
is rich in prey of Amur tiger, including red deer 
and wild boar. Therefore, it will promote the Amur 
tiger movement and settlement along this area 
and connecting tigers between north and south in 
Zhangguangcailing landscape. Photo by Chang Youde- The habitat quality is very good 

for Amur tigers in the new nature reserve in Fangzheng 

County, Heilongjiang province. 

The northernmost Amur tiger group on the growth (Russia)
For the first time camera traps set in Anyuisky National Park captured a tigress with 
three cubs. Anyuisky NP, the largest protected area established in Khabarovsky 
Province for the Amur tiger conservation over the past years, covers 429,000 
hectares of the northern ridges of Sikhote-Alin Mountains. Three winter field seasons 
of camera trap monitoring on this territory showed that the tiger number is growing. 
In 2015, 30 camera traps captured 10 out of 12 tigers living in the national park. 
The monitoring is being done as part of the joint project of WWF, “Nordens Ark” 
Zoo, and Anyuisky NP. Status of the tiger population on the northern border of the 
range indicates the health of entire population. Considering that having three cubs 
in the tiger litter is quite rare, the fact of tigress and three cubs presence in the Park 
indicates the good condition and increase in Amur tiger population in the entire 
range.
More details are here: http://www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14160
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On May 16-17, at the Utyos Rehabilitation 
Center, WWF Russia in cooperation with 
the Amur Tiger Center and Khabarovsky 
Province Hunting Department gathered 
rangers to perfect their skills on conflicts 
resolution between humans and large 
predators.  
Rangers from conflict resolution groups 
acting both in Primorsky and Khabarovsky 
Provinces attended lectures and master the 
therapeutic and immobilization equipment. 
The trainees had a rare opportunity to 
conduct medical examination of the captive 
tiger, nicknamed Zhorik, and the black 
bears and to master the basic immobilizing 
techniques.
According to Pavel Fomenko, head of rare 
species conservation division at WWF 
Russia Amur branch, honored worker 
of nature conservation, “Such seminars 
are conducted on a regular basis (this 
one was the fifth in a row). The gained 
knowledge will improve the conflict groups’ 
effectiveness, ensure people security, and 
save rare animals. 
There are a lot of skills that should be 
improved and exercised consistently. 
Among such skills are adjusting the dosage, 
correct choice of a strategy and tactics of the 
immobilizing, emergency medical assistance 
in the field.”
WWF has considerably strengthened the 
Khabarovsky Province conflict group’s 
capacity – all-terrain, snowmobile, sledge, 
stationary cages and cages for carrying wild 
animals, immobilizing injector, special 
medical equipment etc. were purchased with 
WWF’s money. Soon the construction of a 
quarantine section will be finished.

Population and Habitat of Amur Leopard in China 
published
WWF and Feline Research Center 
have jointly published “Population and 
Habitat of Amur Leopard in China”. 
The publication has summarized the 
main results and achievements in last 10 
years, including Amur leopard database 
of an informant report in 2004-2014 
and camera trap data in 2012-2015.
The main findings show that there is 
a great hope to recover the population 
o f  A m u r  l e o p a r d  i n  C h i n a .  T h e 
carrying capacity of Amur leopards by 
suitable habitat in China is 136 to 254 
individuals, 195 individuals on average, 
while 25 Amur leopard individuals have 
been identified by camera trap in 2012-
2015. This population carrying capacity 
is derived from a current habitat range 
of Amur leopard for 48,252 km2 with 
the suitable habitat patches of Amur 
leopard for 21,173 km2, and a largest 
suitable patch of Amur leopard with 
Russian border for 5200 km2. 
Based on populat ion and habitat 
assessment, WWF and Feline Research 
Center have identified 3 conservation 
priority areas and 2 key corridors, and 
recommended 14 conservation actions. 
These findings and recommendations 
w i l l  p l a y  a n  i m p o r t a n t  r o l e  i n 
Chinese national Amur tiger/leopard 
programme, and national park. 

Zhorik, the tiger make, helps protecting its congeners 
(Russia) When the belt is green

Protection zones of the Kherlen River Basin identified for better conservation (Mongolia)
WWF-Mongolia has identified the protection zones of water basins together with 
specialists upon the request from the Ministry of Environment, Green Development 
and Tourism using innovative methodology. The Khentii province has started to 
apply this methodology in its territory. The special and regular protection zones 
of all existing water basins in the province were partly identified in the Citizen’s 
Representative Assembly. 54.2% of Khentii aimag’s territory is part of water basins 
that were identified within 50-200 meters from the riparian borders of 39 rivers and 
streams, 187 lakes and 389 springs in accordance with existing legal regulations. As 
for the Kherlen river, running across the Khentii province, 377 km or 182775.8 ha of 
land has been identified as the protection zone in the Khentii province alone whereas 
for the whole Kherlen river basin, the protection zone encompasses 362868.4 
ha of land in total. Earlier this year, WWF-Mongolia supported this river basin’s 
administration to develop and approve the management plan. As for the Onon river, 
90% of its basin belongs to the protection zone enabling the conservationists to yield 
more tangible results.  
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By June 20, all first 500 ecological corn stoves were installed in Qian'an County 
whilst WWF project personnel and Old Scientists Association staff of Qian'an made 
house by house inspection to record all the problems linked to the use of stove and 
communicate them to manufacturer in order to avoid them for next installation. 
Moreover, on the end of May, WWF and Old Scientists Association submitted the 
project summary report to Qian’an government as well as funds grant application. 
Qian'an County’s Finance Bureau agreed to provide 50 million RMB to support the 
corn pellets factory plant. From June 1 to June 4, Zanzi township government, Fuzi 
village leaders and Qian’an County Old Scientists Association went to Shandong, 
Anhui, Liaoning and Jilin Provinces to investigate some factories specialized in the 
production of pellet-making machines. 
In April, following their survey, WWF and Qian’an County Old Scientists Association 
selected Ganzi village and Anzi village as next villages for the implementation of 
ecological corn stove installation pilot project. In May, the habitants of two villages 
already selected the type of stove and its installation system according to the pilot in 
Fuzi village. 

Ecologically friendly corn stove becomes popular in northeast China

Amur Green Belt united protected areas of China and Russia
A Memorandum for Cooperation between 16 Chinese and 12 Russian protected 
areas located along the Amur and Ussury Rivers on Sino-Russian border was signed 
on 28 June in Khabarovsk. Thus, a network of bordering protected areas has been 
formed in the Amur-Heilong River Basin covering 1.9 million hectares. WWF has 
been moving forward the idea of formation an integral system of nature protected 
areas in the Amur-Heilong Ecoregion since 2003 within the Amur Green Belt 
Program. Over the past years, seven protected areas along Sino-Russian border were 
created or enlarged in close cooperation with responsible governmental structures. 
The Memorandum will improve cooperation, experience exchange and enhance 
coordination between scientists and experts of the two countries. The offices of 
Amur branch of WWF Russia and Northeast office of WWF China were appointed as 
liaison to ensure efficient collaboration.
More details are here: http://wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14394 International experts have assessed that there are approximately 500 Taimen 

species (Hucho Taimen) in the Onon and Balj rivers back in 2007. Since then, 
the monitoring was regularly undertaken by the members of Fishing Clubs of the 
river basin who were assessing the population of Taimen. With the aim to check 
against the results of fishing club members and re-assess the Taimen population 
and distribution with science-based innovative methodology, the team of experts 
worked in the field from 28th May to 7th June 2016. The research team was led by 
Dr. B.Mendsaikhan, the ichthyologist and researcher from the Mongolian Academy 
of Sciences and included other researchers as well as the members of Fishing Clubs 
of the Onon River Basin.
20 individuals of Taimen fish was caught with barbless hook and body 
measurements such as length and body line were taken in accordance with safety 
standards artificial fish bait. The Taimen were released back after a special soft tag 
was fitted beneath their dorsal fins in order to monitor the movement and identify 
distribution range. Scientists highlight that the soft tag is totally harmless to the 
fish.
“We need time to make thorough research. If the members of the Fishing 
clubs catch a tagged individual, they should immediately report the ID to the 
soum ranger. These data shall be the baseline to assess the Taimen population. 
Importantly, this research should be conducted in fall because one-time research 
would not yield thorough results” highlight Dr.B.Mendsaikhan. Therefore, WWF-
Mongolia plans to do the same research in the forthcoming fall.

Taimen fish population assessed in the Onon and Balj rivers
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Forest fires were severe this spring in Amurskaya Province - due to strong winds, 
Beryozovsky and Amursky Wildlife Refuges were completely burned out in a few 
hours. Thanks to the joint efforts of the Provincial Directorate of Protected Areas, 
firemen, and AmurSEU, in Muravyovsky Wildlife Refuge the fire was prevented 
from spreading to the key habitats of Oriental stork. But the experts had to check the 
nesting conditions of already laying eggs birds. So, right after fires the experts went to 
inspect the fire-burn areas to estimate the damage. Surveys showed that the anti-fire 
treated nests were hundred-per-cent saved from the fire that was proved by perfectly 
outlined, absolutely untouched by the fire circles around the nesting poles and trees, 
surrounded by completely burnt areas. 
Fire prevention activity that is carried out annually with the support of WWF in 
the southern wildlife refuges of Amurskaya Province since 2009 together with 
constructing artificial poles has brought obvious results. Thus, the number of 
breeding pairs in Amursky Wildlife Refuge increased from 10 in 2004 to 26 in 
2014. Muravyovsky Wildlife Refuge was prevented from a decline in the number 
of breeding pairs. Now, there are 8 residential bird nests in Beryozovsky Wildlife 
Refuge, although 5 years ago no storks were registered here.
More details are here: http://www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/eng/14230

All stork nests saved from fire in Amurskaya Province

WWF delivered to the Federal Grid Company a map 
of the Oriental stork’s nests location that helps the 
two organizations joint the efforts in the rare bird 
conservation. Normally, the Oriental storks make 
nests on high trees but due to the lack of such trees 
in the area they nest on the high voltage transmission 
lines towers. To avoid risks both for the grid and the 
birds the Company sets special devices that do not 
let the birds to even sit on the towers. The Federal 
Grid Company also erected nesting platforms on the 
safe parts of the towers in Amurskaya and Evreiskaya 
Provinces. The submitted maps will be useful to define 
which lines needs to be equipped with new nesting 
platforms and anti-sit devices, and to consider these 
data when building new lines in the Oriental stork 
habitats. WWF hopes that each tower will be equipped 
in a proper way and the standards of the Grid Company 
will be amended to secure the birds nesting.  

Nests on power transmission towers will be safe for Oriental storks (Russia)

Amur-Heilong River’s Ambassador of Heilongjiang River in Xingkai Lake National Nature Reserve 
On June 19, WWF staff in cooperation with experts from Heilongjiang province 
Forestry Department, the Institute of geographic ecological research and 6 volunteers 
went down to Xingkai lake Nature Reserve to initiate the first activity of Amur-
Heilong River’s Ambassadors by conducting a monitoring-survey in the reserve.
During this activity, Oriental White Stork nestlings were measured, equipped with 
satellite tracker and a public awareness campaign was held to promote protection 
of the environment and birds. Moreover, the team conducted a survey targeting 
the local community through a questionnaire to understand the attitude of local 
community towards wild life protection and METT evaluation of the reserve. With 
the participation of nature reserve’s management team (communication,rangers,sci
entist,finance and directorate), the METT score obtained coupled with community’s 
survey will help find out existing problems and difficulties in order to accordingly 
develop training programme for future protected areas.
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Crane Festival is celebrated for the third year in the headwaters of Amur (Mongolia)
On the occasion of Migratory Bird Day, the Crane Festival is being celebrated 
since 2014 in Binder soum of Khentii province in order to raise awareness on the 
White-naped Crane, an endangered crane species. WWF-Mongolia collaborates 
with wide range of other organizations including the Wildlife Conservation and 
Science Society, International Crane Foundation, Administration of the Onon-Balj 
National Park, Administration of the Khan Khentii Strictly Protected Area, and local 
government office. A contest was announced beforehand among the general school 
students on the theme of “White-naped Crane and Mongolian nature”. Both Russian 
and Mongolian children have participated and Binder soum’s resident G.Minjinsor 
won the contest and has been awarded with prize and honorary certificate.  
Many interesting activities were held during the event, including the exhibition 
of children’s drawings, performance by the children’s eco clubs, mini Naadam 
(traditional games), ceremony to venerate the fire and Q & A session. The organizers 
were happy that many children could give correct answers to all of the questions. 
Also, children were taught how to make origami of the crane, color the drawings and 
do drawing.  More than 560 participants attended the event from Dadal, Batshireet, 
Bayan-Uul and Binder soums, including the children from eco-clubs, students from 
Khurkh village, as well as local residents.  

 Bird loving week activities included thousands of signatures, primary and secondary 
school students Q&A quiz, painting competition, bird specimens exhibition, museum 
visit and other recreational activities.During this event, WWF launched the beginning 
of the Heilongjiang River Basin Environmental Protection Ambassador Campaign by 
cutting a ribbon at the start of the ceremony.

Bird loving week in China

Eco club children pioneering in environmental protection celebrate their knowledge (Mongolia)
Summer camp of the children’s eco clubs is a traditional annual event greatly desired  
by the members. This year, the annual gathering took place from 7th to 10th June 
2016 in a scenic place called Agats in Dadal soum of Khentii aimag. Total of 66 
children and 10 teachers from nine eco clubs in Eastern Mongolia  gathered to report 
on the highlights of the outgoing year and share their success and challenges. Peer 
assessment revealed that several initiatives and activities were worth exploring for 
other children’s eco clubs. These include the research work, titled “Use of forest in 
the local area” of the Dadal soum’s club “Green Island”; planting flowers for sale in 
Tumentsogt soum of Sukhbaatar aimag; Earth Hour candle light event in Bayan-
Adraga soum of Khentii aimag, advocacy campaign on protection and values of the 
Mongolian Gazelle of Bayan-Ovoo soum and one-month campaign, titled “Green 
mask” of Batshireet soum to reach local adult population.
During the summer camp, children not only exchanged their experience, but also 
involved in the training to extend their environmental knowledge. Participants were 
divided into five teams and discovered five so called stations where different topics 
with practical work were explored. At the first environmental station, children have 
identified the pollution level of the Agats river and made water quality monitoring 
while the second station instructed how to collect insects for display and made a 
collection of forest and steppe insects for the use during the biology subject. For 
example, children from Tumentsogt soum’s club instructed how to plant flowers e.g. 
how to prepare the soil and seedlings, how to care and how to collect seedling the next 
fall and clean from the soil and last but not least how to market the product and sale 
to generate some income.
Importantly, these children pioneer in nature conservation among their peers and 
have multiplying effect to spread the knowledge to their community.

On May 14,  Heilongjiang Province 
Forestry Department, Northeast Forestry 
University, and WWF, jointly planned 
and organized the 35th bird loving week 
promotional activities on the campus of 
the Northeast Forestry University with 
the noteworthy participation of Harbin 
Forestry Bureau, Heilongjiang Province 
Environmental Protection Department 
and other units. 
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Walking through the evergreen Forest 
KEDR system got support from Federal Forestry Agency of Russia
On June 3, 2016, the Federal Forestry Agency of 
the Russian Federation held a meeting to discuss 
the results of performing of KEDR satellite forest 
monitoring system that was put in practice in 
four forestry units of Primorsky and Khabarovsky 
Provinces in 2015 at the initiative of WWF. The 
system is constructed to promptly detect violations 
including illegal logging. The Agency’s experts 
positively assessed the results of the system and 
made a decision to continue testing KEDR in 
the forests of Siberia. The positive assessment 
will promote KEDR development and forestry 
informatization in general. 
More details are here: http://wwf.ru/resources/news/article/
eng/14392

Methodology to assess the management effectiveness of protected areas is improved (Mongolia)
Since 2005, an internationally recognized method, called METT, the Management 
Effectiveness Tracking Tool is used to assess the management of the protected areas 
in Mongolia by WWF, GIZ, and UNDP with the participation of protected areas 
administrations. During over a decade, 33 protected areas were assessed for its 
management effectiveness and the tool is being improved and customized according 
to needs and specificity of Mongolian protected areas. A new version of the tracking 
tool was developed, fine-tuned by respective national experts and has been approved 
by the Minister for Environment, Green Development and Tourism on 8th June 
2016. The newly approved methodology shall be used on biannual basis for every 
protected areas in the country and serve as justification for improvement of their 
management.

Korean Pine Day held in Primorye (Russia)
Around 130 school students, the winners of the 
provincial environmental contest of research 
and practical works, took part in the event. They 
casted seeds of Korean pine in the tree nursery 
of the Primorskaya State Agricultural Academy. 
The students of the Academy planted one hectare 
of the model forest with Korean pine seedlings. 
WWF was one of the co-organizers both of the 
Korean Pine Day and the environmental contest 
which was initiated in Primorye in 2003. This year, 
the winners of the contest who came from all the 
corners of the Province, were awarded not only 
with prizes and diplomas but with the opportunity 
to come to the Korean Pine Day and to set seeds 
together. 

Children’s eco club members from Dadal and Bayan-Adraga soums of Khentii 
aimag have organized a study trip in February to the neighboring forest together 
with county officials in order to identify threats and major challenges to the forest 
protection. Children were shocked by detrimental behavior of adults who carelessly 
cut small trees and damage soils while preparing wood for household use. After the 
trip, children came together to discuss and find solution to reduce impact on forests, 
promote sustainable use of wood and reach out to adults who would ultimately change 
such a careless behavior. They came up with a decision to undertake a small research 
on how all households in the soum use forest wood for fire and then present the 
results to the head of local Citizen’s Representatives Assembly. During three months 
of research, children from two soums were exchanging information on the wood use 
specificity of their respective areas.
Children have involved over 300 local residents into their survey and made an 
analysis. The findings show that the majority or 57.6% of respondents state that they 
use firewood within authorized limits or less than 10 cubic meters in a year; while 
15.2% confess that they overpass this limit using 15-20 cubic meters of firewood. 
Children have presented the findings to respective officials and asked to take some 
measures. They introduced the survey results during the forest consultation where 
over 150 stakeholders from governmental and non-governmental institutions 
were gathered, including representatives from the Governor’s office, Provincial 
Environmental Department, Onon-Balj National Park Administration, Association 
of Community-based Organizations of the Onon River Basin, Forest Unit of Binder 
soum. Children asked the Forest unit’s official and professional organizations to 
carry out a detailed assessment/plan of the forested area and made a proposal to 
halt using for 1-3 years. The officials have accepted the proposal and expressed 
their commitment to collaborate and support their club in the future. This was an 
important milestone for these children’s eco clubs in the Eastern Mongolia when 
children initiated a campaign, made a research and lobbied to high level local official 
to ban the use of forest resources for some time. 
Moreover, children made a poster to present the findings of their study and hang on 
the walls of their school and forest consultation hall to raise awareness of these issues.
The initiative did not stop here: it was taken up with the next actions to plant trees 
with seedlings and involved their peers and school students. The leader of the 
campaign highlighted: “We called upon all children from 1st to 9th grades to collect 
as much kernel of bird cherry as possible and we managed to collect 9 kg bird cherry. 
Then we stored the kernels in the fridge to prepare for planting, a month later we 
planted them. Now, we water them every day on according to agreed schedule”.  

Children-scientists present study findings to local authorities and ask to take actions (Mongolia)
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There are 143 community-based organizations (CBOs) in the Onon River Basin out 
of which 124 are the forest CBOs. These communities are willing to plant trees in 
large numbers, however there are several challenges that prevent them to do so. This 
includes lack of market and Government support to purchase the re-forested area 
after seedlings were planted in the natural field. From the other hand, locals harvest 
forest berries in large quantities and harm trees and bushes. 
To address the aforementioned challenges, WWF-Mongolia is partnering with the 
GEF Small Grants Program and initiated a campaign “Let every family be a fruit 
grower” to encourage all households to grow fruit trees in their respective areas for 
the family use. This would reduce impact on nature and enhance sustainable use of 
natural resources. One could even consider to generate additional income. 
The campaign is supported by other organizations, including the Association of 
CBOs in the Onon River Basin, CBOs and Onon-Balj National Park administration. 
Guidelines to grow fruits was produced and distributed during the campaign launch 
and experts gave instructions to the participating households. Total of 305 families 
were contracted and granted with 1279 seedlings of sea-buckthorn and 1152 seedling 
of blackcurrant. This campaign put a successful start for the families who voluntarily 
joined the initiative and given the opportunity to grow mini fruit plantation within 
their respective areas. The organizers hope that this initiative could help to raise 
awareness and change attitude and practice towards growing and caring for trees and 
the environment as a whole. The campaign is expected to last for at least five years to 
yield tangible results.

A campaign launches, titled “Let every family be a fruit grower” (Mongolia) Panda invited his friends to the botanical garden
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